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ADDRESS - Bharati Vidyapeeth’s College of Engineering,  

A 4, Paschim Vihar, Rohtak Road,  

New Delhi, India - 110063 

 

NAMES AND EMAIL ADDRESSES OF CHAPTER OFFICERS AND FACULTY 

SPONSOR 

Kushagra Bhargava Chairperson emailkushagra@gmail.com 

Kajal Puri Vice Chairperson purikajal11@gmail.com 

Tanvi Gujral Secretary tanvigujral07@gmail.com 

Anant Tyagi Treasurer ananttyagi2310@gmail.com 

Manvi Madan Membership Chair manvimadan@outlook.com 

Kshitiz Kumar Web Master kshitizkumar1995@gmail.com 

 

Faculty Sponsor: 

Prof.(Dr.) Vanita Jain is the Faculty Head of BVCOE ACM Student Chapter. She’s the 

Branch Convener, Dean (Academics) and Head of IT Department at BVCOE. 

Email id – vanita.jain@bharatividyapeeth.edu. 

 

A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF OUR CHAPTER AND SCHOOL INCLUDING 

NUMBER OF CHAPTER MEMBERS: 

 

BVCOE ACM [link] 

BVCOE ACM Student Chapter was established in May, 2013 with a goal to provide students a better 

exposure to ideas, experience, and trends in computing. It is fondly called as ACM BVP by our 

student members as they regard “ACM” higher and hence it precedes the name of the college, 

informally, though against the naming convention. The chapter aims at creating interest among the 

students in computer science apart from what they learn during the course work. ACM BVP is an 

enthusiastic student wing that brings together computing educators, researchers, and professionals to 

share their knowledge and experiences, to inspire students, to expand the network. 

Our Executive Team consists of about 40 members divided into various departments. 

There are a total of 200 local student members and 19 active international student members, from all 

branches of engineering. 

 

BHARATI VIDYAPEETH’S COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 

Bharati Vidyapeeth’s College of Engineering, New Delhi since its establishment in 1999, has 

strived to provide the best engineering education to its students through well qualified and dedicated 

faculty and provision of well-equipped modern labs. Affiliated to Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha 

University, New Delhi, and approved by All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE), 
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Ministry of HRD, Govt. of India, BVCOE is steadily striding forward with the motto of ‘Social 

Transformation through Dynamic Education’. 

 

PARIVARTAN – CSR Division of ACM BVP 

Parivartan (meaning, change) is the Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) division of BVCOE 

ACM Student Chapter. It is aimed at facilitating activities that will promote social wellbeing, 

environmental awareness and ethical commitment towards the college and society at large.  

     

ACM-W BVP – Women Division of ACM BVP [link] 

BVCOE ACM-W Student Chapter was chartered on February, 2016. It strives to achieve the objective 

of ACM-W to support, celebrate, and advocate internationally for the full engagement of women in all 

aspects of the computing field by providing a wide range of programs and services for advancement 

of technical women. We are proud to be the first ACM-Women chapter of New Delhi. 

 

Number of students at our college who take computer science and related courses, and 

typical majors of our chapter members. 

At BVCOE, we have the following number of students in the computer science related courses: 

CSE (2 shifts): 120 seats 

ITE: 120 seats 

ECE (2 shifts): 180 seats 

EEE: 60 seats 

ICE: 60 seats 

Our student members hail from various branches like CSE, IT, ECE and EEE. 

 

CONTACT US  

Chapter Home Page URL: http://bvcoe.acm.org 

Email : acmbvcoe@gmail.com 

Contact no. :011-25278443/25278444 

 

ESSAY – OUTSTANDING RECRUITMENT PROGRAM 

 

When it comes to recruitment, BVCOE ACM Student Chapter upholds the motto "You 
initiate, we support". We welcome anyone who aspires to write a research paper in some field 
of interest but needs guidance to begin with it, or someone who comes up with a bright idea to 
conduct an event or a proposal to start an SIG with a clear plan of action, or simply comes up 
with a request to conduct a workshop of his/her interest in college. We believe in uniting all 
such inquisitive minds under the umbrella of Association for Computing Machinery by creating 
awareness about the student benefits of membership.  

As a result of the flexibility and easy guidance at hand, 200+ local members and 19 
active international members joined BVCOE ACM Student Chapters. As a part of the Campus 
Ambassadors programme, we are grateful to receive as many as four power banks for recruiting 
ACM members. 
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BVCOE ACM recruits new members in the executive team via a personal interview 
process, which is done annually. Students of all the departments are duly informed about the 
process by online publicity on social media and word of mouth. The important dates like 
deadline for application, schedule for face-to-face interview and a tentative date for 
announcement of results are declared beforehand.  

The online fliers and forms are circulated around in the late spring akin to nature who 
comes to life post extreme winters and the interested ones can read the prospects and activities 
and also the position that they want to apply for. These positions are divided into two, namely, 
ACM BVP Core Team and the Auxiliary team. The posts opened for applying in the team are as 
follows:  

1. Chair 

2. Vice-Chair 

3. Treasurer 

4. Secretary 

5. Membership Chair 

6. Web Master 

7. Head – Event Management 

8. Head – Publicity 

9. Head – Publication and Documentation 

10. Head – Logistics 

11. Head – Sponsorship 

Moving over to the day of the interview, the interviews are taken by panels of core 
team members of the chapter itself which are well structured and all the questions are pre-
decided giving the students an unbiased platform to get selected for the various posts. The 
student has to be present with his/her resume and the responses to the questions are recorded 
by the panel for better scrutiny and judgement of the candidate. The results are generally out 
within a month, leaving some happy and some hopeful for the next time.  

We second what Mark Zuckerberg says,  

“The only strategy that is guaranteed to fail is not taking risks." 

We try to sow the seed of the name ACM in every technical mind of the college by inspiring them 
and organizing workshops and events both online and offline for them on-demand in order to 
channelize their energies in the field of their choice. This is the major factor that not only advances 
our members at the technical front, but also urges them to get recruited in the youngest technical 
society of the college. 


